
REPORT: SAVINGS GROUPS FOR CHILDREN 

 

Date: Tuesday, July 24th, 2012 (10:00-3:30pm) 

Place: Primary School in Los Guandules 

Responsibles : Jong-hyon Shin 

Participants: 150 + students divided into 5 classes (40-50 min/each) 

Objective: Introduction of savings group to children participating in summer camp  

 

Activities  

1) Presentation of the methodology in 5 classes  

2) Mock Savings Meeting 

 

Findings  

Children can save: It is proven that children in Los Guandules can save and have interest in savings. 
While not everybody showed the same level of interest, most of students understood and managed the 
mock meeting well. The children who played the roles of administrative committee-usually brghter 
students recommended by teachers- understood particularly better and showed more interest than 
other students. Some of these children even approached after class to ask the possibility of continuous 
learning. These children were advised to visit the Soranyi’s children’s group on Saturday 5 PM.  

 

Multiplier training needed: Soranyi, one of the volunteer trained with savings groups, helped in some 
sessions with leading the group. Soranyi showed much confidence in terms of forming groups and 
dealing with children. One of her trained children happened to be in a session and it was clear that the 
child understood the essence of the meeting. Meanwhile, some local volunteers showed interest in 
learning how to organize savigns groups. More facilitators can be trained like Soranyi and be converted 
into multipliers.   

 

Summer camp: The class was extremely noisy that it was almost impossible to draw children’s 
attention without yelling. Also the classroom was often found dirty with litters scattered. It seems more 
important to teach children order and cleaning surroundings before introducing any programs. Due to 
the lack of water, it is recommended to use crayón or pastel rather than waterpainting. The use of 
amplifier almost made it imposible for other class to proceed with any program. The use of amplifier 
should be avoided. Meanwhile, the lunch prepared by a group of volunteers turned out excellent, great 
in quality and variety.    

 

Recommendation  

1.Volunteer training in savings groups: A facilitator training will be scheduled for August 3rd or 4th 
week. The meeting will take 2-3 sessions.  

2.Incentive for the children in savings groups: Since the children are proven effective in savings, it 
is recommended to combine children’s savings with other program of Good Neighbors, by giving 
preference to those children who are involved in savings groups.  

 

 


